Today's Lie Rebuttal Grab Bag

By Anna Von Reitz

Lie Number One: TVM -- Tribrucio Marcos is the signatory on the world trust accounts. This is
ridiculous.
TVM wasn't appointed by his Father, who didn't trust him with any such responsibility, and neither
should anyone else.
The actual purported "donors" of the major part of the gold in storage in the Philippines never
appointed anyone in the Philippines to act as our trustees.
That was done "for" us by the Scottish Interlopers that operated "under our names" from 1868 to
1907, and the dirty deed was finished in 1934, when their Roman Municipal Successors created an
"independent government for the Philippines" so that the Philippine Government could act as
Trustees "for" us.
All this was done "for" us and "in our names" without our knowledge or consent or any authority
on any of their parts to act for us in these matters at all. Here is what is documented and what
actually happened:
A. The Scottish Interlopers had no permission to buy the landmass of the Philippine Islands using
our money and acting in our names, but they did so as part of the aftermath of the SpanishAmerican War.
B. They had no permission or right to transport our gold to the Philippines, but they did so.
C. Their Successor doing business as "the" United States of America had no right to create
an independent government for the Philippines but they colluded to foist the role of Trustee over
our gold on their own newly created "independent" government of the Philippines.
D. This is how our American gold came to be in the Philippines when the Japanese walked in and
seized control of it for a while during World War II.
E. The Japanese lost the war and it was never "Yamashita's Gold". It was our American gold
heisted by the Brits and the British-owned US NAVY, Inc. and transported to the Philippines
between 1898-1907.
This is not any smoke up anyone's skirt. We have all the records, including the Congressional
Records proving it. TVM has jackdiddly authority related to our gold. And neither have any of the
other fraud artists.
The Presumed Donors, the American States and People, have called the question to collapse this
phony unauthorized trust and require return of the American gold to our shores.

The Scots and the Queen and the Lord Mayor and the Pope are all on the point of the spear for it.
This circumstance is entirely their fault and a result of their self-interested double-dealing.
And you had all better believe it, because it's your gold these pikers have commandeered in
Breach of Trust, Service Contract (that is, Constitution) and Treaty. And they even had guts
enough to use your Navy to transport your gold and move it to the Philippines, where they used it
as chattel backing their operations.
All this was done by your misdirected Federal Employees and your supposed Allies and Friends --the British Monarch, the Lord Mayor, and the Pope.
But as the British Monarch's role with respect to the British Territorial Government that has the
'federal" service contract with us, is that of an Overseer for the Commonwealth assets of the
Pope---- it all actually all comes down to Popeykins, again.
Make no mistake that this entire boondoggle is the responsibility of the Holy See, the Holy Roman
Empire 4.0 and the City of Rome, as is the gross pollution of our biosphere, the mismanagement of
the United Nations organizations, the Big Lies about "climate change" and its causes, and the
current ridiculous "Covid 19 Plandemic".
Big Lie Number 2: That there is not now or ever was any valid American government called "The
United States of America 1781" or any such entity established in 1781.
This is just another attempted identity theft and impersonation in progress.
Our unincorporated Federation of States doing business as The United States of America was
formed in 1776. We have never owned, operated, or authorized any incorporated entity to
function in our name. Ever.
The entity formed in 1781 was the Confederation of States (of States) doing business as the States
of America.
These obnoxious con artists need to be arrested; you would think that if the FBI can prosecute
people for pirating movies for home use, that they might manage to prosecute those engaged in
piracy and crimes of personation against our actual government?
Idiots and incompetents abound.
Big Lie Number Three: Covid-19 exists and is an enhanced strain of coronavirus causing serious
illness on a worldwide basis.
IF any such strain of coronavirus exists, and there is absolutely nothing to suggest that it does, it
would melt at 77 degrees Fahrenheit and we would see a natural decline of cases in the summer.
That's why "seasonal flu" is seasonal.
Instead, we observe the opposite occuring which means it is not a corona virus causing increased
hospitalizations in hot places like Florida and Texas.
I and two Japanese Nobel Prize winners and thousands of medical doctors worldwide agree. This is
all BS.
Our government has offered a $50 billion dollar reward to anyone who can prove the whole Covid19 scenario that has been foisted off on the public, and nobody has appeared to collect.
So, if not a coronavirus, then what?

The Italian Government has told the world that it is a bacteria that causes blood coagulation (thick
blood syndrome -- similar to what our Iraq II vets are suffering from) and that reduces the oxygen
carrying capacity of blood resulting in pulmonary crisis.
The successful treatment protocol being used by the Italians: 100 milligrams of aspirin and
prescription strength Tylenol and Aleve.
This disease appears to have resulted from ill-fated attempts by the military to "improve" on
nature's blood-clotting responses.
So, just remember---- if they could lie about the Atom Bomb and get away with it, they figure they
can lie about anything else.
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